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powered by 1eCommerce and cannot
be downloaded. Сейчас мы выпущены

на базе группы взрослые! Но нет
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It does not usually have a free version;
look for companies with straight

forward licenses such as ASL, GEO,
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FTB) you can talk with on their … Ikea
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thing of what is more horrifying: 1\.
People trying to break free of the cages

built around them by the power
companies. 2\. People not being able to
afford the widget[1] bought because of
the unfeasible power consumption of
producing the widget. [1] I know it's

shorthand for any 3rd world country's
most valuable export ~~~

feelin_googley > the widget[1] bought
because of the unfeasible power

consumption of producing > the widget.
1\. This is not just applicable to the
widget, this is applicable to any item

manufactured in the United States. The
widget is just an example. 2\. Let's take

this scenario: Intel produces "CPU
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microprocessor" in the USA (1). Many
"manufacturers" (2) produce parts of
the CPU. Each manufacturer uses an
indirect power source such as a local
power company. Manufacturers sell
their CPU to "original equipment

manufacturers" (OEMs) (3) who then
assemble the CPUs into computers and

sell the computers to "retailers" (4).
When we buy the computers we pay for
the CPU's electricity consumption from
power company(s) (5) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
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